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Abstract: I have studied a number of visual phenomena that Lothar Spillmann has already elucidated.
These include:
Neon spreading: when a small red cross is superimposed on intersecting black lines, the red cross seems to

spread out into an illusory disk. Unlike the Hermann grid, neon spreading is relatively unaffected when the
black lines are curved or wiggly. This suggests that the Hermann grid, but not neon spreading, involves
long-range interactions. Neon spreading can be shown in random-dot patterns, even without intersections.
It is strongest when the red crosses are equiluminous with the gray background.
Adaptation, aftereffects, and filling-in: direct and induced aftereffects of color, motion, and dimming.

Artificial scotomata and filling-in: the ‘‘dam’’ theory is false. Staring at wiggly lines or irregularly scattered
dots makes them gradually appear straighter, or more regularly spaced. I present evidence that irregularity
is actually a visual dimension to which the visual system can adapt.
Conjectures on the nature of peripheral fading and of motion-induced blindness.
Some failed experiments on correlated visual inputs and cortical plasticity.
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Introduction

It is impossible to summarize Lothar Spillmann’s
contributions to visual psychophysics because he
has studied just about everything. If he has not
studied it, it is not psychophysics. I shall just discuss
some random samples taken from his formidable
body of works on vision. The topics I have picked
include the Hermann grid, neon spreading, filling-in
and aftereffects, and visual plasticity. Note that
many of the illusions described here are beautifully
illustrated on the web page of Lothar’s colleague
Michael Bach at http://www.michaelbach.de/ot/
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Long- and short-range interactions: Hermann’s grid
vs. neon spreading

Hermann grid. Spillmann has always been inter-
ested in the relationships between long- and
short-range interactions in vision (Spillmann and
Werner, 1996; Spillmann, 1999). A case in point
is the Hermann-grid illusion (Hermann, 1870;
Spillmann, 1971, 1994; Spillman and Levine,
1971; Oehler and Spillmann, 1981), which has
long been regarded as a short-range process but
has now been shown to require long-range proc-
esses as well (Geier et al., 2004). In the Hermann
grid, illusory dark spots or blobs can be seen at
every street crossing, except for the ones that are
being directly fixated. A stronger version, known
as the scintillating grid (Schrauf et al., 1997; Ninio
and Stevens, 2000; Schrauf and Spillmann, 2000),
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has a small disk at each intersection. This produces
a smaller but much darker and more vivid illusory
point. Both the Hermann grid and the scintillating
grid work equally well in reversed contrast, with
black stripes on a white ground.

The standard, short-range explanation comes
from Baumgartner (1960). He suggested that an
on-center retinal ganglion cell could be positioned
by chance at an intersection, in which case it would
have four bright regions in its inhibitory surround,
one from each street, and these would reduce its
response. A ganglion cell looking at a street would
have only two inhibitory regions, so it would re-
spond more strongly. A fixated intersection falls
on the fovea, where the receptive fields are so small
that it would make no difference whether or not it
fell on an intersection. In fact, Spillmann (1994)
and Ransom-Hogg and Spillmann (1980) meas-
ured the stripe widths that gave the maximum il-
lusion at different eccentricities in order to
determine the size of human ‘‘perceptive fields.’’

This explanation fails to explain why global
factors are important. Wolfe (1984) pointed out
that Baumgartner’s model is local in nature, since
it relies on cells with concentric on-off or off-on
receptive fields. This model predicts that the mag-
nitude of the illusion at a given intersection should
be the same whether that intersection is viewed in
isolation or in conjunction with other intersections
in a grid. However, Wolfe showed that illusion
magnitude grows with the number of intersections
and that this growth is seen when the intersections
are arranged in an orderly grid but not when they
are placed irregularly. These results rule out any
purely local model for the Hermann-grid illusion.
Global factors must be involved. Geier et al.
(2004) decisively overthrew the Baumgartner
model by imparting a slight sinusoidal curvature
to the lines. When the lines are straight the illusion
is visible, but as soon as the lines become curved
the illusion vanishes. The same distortions applied
to the scintillating grid made the scintillations dis-
appear. This implies that the Hermann grid and
the scintillating grid both depend upon long-range
interactions, probably operating along the length
of the lines (see Fig. 1).

Neon spreading. Spillmann has also studied the
neon spreading that can be seen at the intersection
of two thin black lines (Bressan et al., 1997). A red
+ sign superimposed on the intersection appears
to spread out into a pink disk, provided that
the black lines are continuous with, and aligned
with, the red lines ( Redies and Spillmann, 1981;
Spillmann and Redies, 1981; Redies et al., 1984;
Kitaoka et al., 2001). Don Macleod and I won-
dered whether neon spreading, like the Hermann
grid, would vanish for curved lines. If so, neon
spreading would also depend upon long-range
global interactions, and not merely upon local
factors. Accordingly we (he) wrote a program that
could apply any desired curvature to a neon-
spreading lattice of black lines. Result: Curving the
lines did not reduce the neon spreading, in sharp
contrast to Geier’s results with the Hermann grid.
This suggests that neon spreading is a local, short-
range affair.

Fig. 2 shows that neon spreading is strongest
when the red crosses are equiluminous with the
surround. In Fig. 2, the gray background is swept
from dark on the left to light on the right, while the
red crosses are swept from darkest at the bottom to
lightest at the top. A glance at Fig. 2a shows that
neon spreading is strongest along a positive diag-
onal where the luminances of the colored crosses
and the gray background are equal.

In that case, what is the minimum stimulus that
neon spreading requires? My own observations sug-
gest, not much. It is well known that a square lattice
of thin black lines on a white surround gives strong
neon spreading when the intersections are replaced
with red. But I also produced neon spreading in
sparse, stationary random black dots scattered on a
white surround, simply by coloring a ring-shaped
subset of the black dots red (not illustrated). The
ring was then moved around, but the red/black dots
defining it remained stationary, merely turning red
when they lay within the annular region that defined
the moving ring and returning to black when they
did not. Result: observers reported a pink neon an-
nulus moving around across a stationary random-
dot field. The neon effect was much stronger when
the ring moved than when it was stationary. This
shows that neon spreading is not necessarily de-
pendent upon geometrical features such as intersec-
tions. It merely needs to replace black regions that
lie on a white ground.



Fig. 1. (a) Hermann gridy(b) is abolished by curving lines (Geier et al., 2004). (c) Neon spreadingy(d) is unaffected by curving lines.
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These results point to some low-spatial-fre-
quency visual pathway that blurs the seen colors
and spreads them outside the confines of the thin
lines. Could neon spreading simply be a by-prod-
uct of the famously low acuity of the chromatic
pathways? (Kelly, 1983). This cannot be the whole
story since neon spreading also works for gray
(Bressan et al., 1997). It might be that the beautiful
watercolor effect discovered by Pinna et al. (2001,
2003) is an extreme case of neon spreading.
Peripheral fading

Lothar Spillmann has always been fascinated by
the fact that strict fixation can make peripherally
viewed stimuli fade out and disappear from view.
Here are some examples of peripheral fading.
1.
 Troxler fading of a luminance-defined object,
such as a black or white disk on a gray sur-
round (Troxler, 1804).
2.
 A window of drifting dense random dots em-
bedded in a field of twinkling dynamic noise
gradually fades from view and disappears
(Anstis, 1989). When all motion is subse-
quently stopped, the window shows a nega-
tive aftereffect of motion (Figs. 3a, b).
3.
 A small, peripheral gray patch embedded in a
field of twinkling dynamic noise also gradu-
ally fades from view (Ramachandran and
Gregory, 1991; Spillmann and Kurtenbach,



Fig. 2. (a) Neon spreading is strongest when the colored crosses are equiluminous with the gray surround. (b) Two possible neural

routes for induced afterimages: (i, top right) surround spatially induces subjective green into during adaptation, then greenish spot has

pink afterimage; (ii, bottom left) magenta surround has green afterimage, which spatially induces pink into the post during the test

period. (c) shows existence of (i): following adaptation to alternating black and gray cross on magenta and green surrounds, a gray test

field shows afterimages in which the left cross looks greenish and the right cross looks pinkish. (d) shows existence of (ii): following

adaptation to gray crosses lying on green and magenta quadrants, the white test quadrants show afterimages which induce the left cross

to look greenish and the right cross to look pinkish. (After Anstis et al., 1978.)
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1992). When the field switches to a uniform
gray test field, a twinkling aftereffect, resem-
bling the original twinkling dots, fills the gray
patch (Figs. 3c, d).
4.
 A gray patch, or a patch of one kind of static
texture, embedded in another kind of static
texture, will also fade out and disappear
(Spillmann, 2003). The more salient the tex-
ture, the longer it takes to disappear (Sturzel
and Spillmann, 2001).
5.
 A flickering peripherally viewed spot remains
visible, but the perceived amplitude of its



Fig. 3. (a) A window filled with drifting dots, embedded in

dynamic noise, rapidly disappears from view and (b) gives a

negative motion aftereffect on a stationary test field (Anstis,

1989). (c) A gray patch also disappears and (d) gives a twinkling

aftereffect (Ramachandran and Gregory, 1991).
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flicker falls steadily over time (Schieting and
Spillmann, 1987; Anstis, 1996).
6.
 Peripherally viewed motion can appear to
slow down and stop (Campbell and Maffei,
1979; Hunzelmann and Spillman, 1984).
7.
 A very blurred colored spot on an equilumi-
nous gray surround gradually fades from view.
On a gray test field an afterimage in the com-
plementary color is visible. Jeremy Hinton has
a nice demonstration on Michael Bach’s web
page. Twelve identical small blurred purple
spots are arranged around a clock face, and
the observer fixates in the middle. The spot at
1 o’clock is briefly turned off and then turned
back on. Then the spot at 2 o’clock similarly
disappears briefly, then the spot at 3 o’clock,
and so on. At first one sees a ‘‘traveling gap,’’
sometimes knows as omega movement (Tyler,
1973). But after a few seconds all the purple
spots fade out from view and one simply per-
ceives a bright green spot — an afterimage —
running around clockwise.
8.
 A spectacular new illusion of peripheral fad-
ing is known as ‘‘motion-induced blindness’’
(Bonneh et al., 2001).
Filling-in and aftereffects: Spillmann’s theory
Peripherally viewed stimuli often fade out from
view during strict fixation, as listed above. For
instance, if a large surround is filled with twin-
kling dynamic noise, a simple small gray square
(Ramachandran and Gregory, 1991) or a static
window filled with drifting random dots (Anstis,
1989) will disappear from view within �10 s.
Spillmann and de Weerd (2003) have suggested a
two-stage theory to explain all such examples of
delayed peripheral fading. First, there is a slow
adaptation of the figure’s boundary representation
that normally keeps the figure perceptually segre-
gated from its surround, and then a fast filling-in or
interpolation process takes place in which the area
previously occupied by the figure becomes invaded
by the surround. De Weerd et al. (1998) measured
the time for filling-in of a gray square on a black
background filled with small white vertical bars
that moved dynamically, a form of anisotropic dy-
namic noise. They used various sizes and eccen-
tricities of squares, and based upon estimates of
cortical magnification, they found that the time for
filling-in was linearly related to the total contour
length of the square’s projection upon the visual
cortex, rather than its retinal image size. This is
consistent with Spillmann and de Weerd’s theory. I
shall characterize (or caricature) Spillmann and de
Weerd’s theory as the ‘‘dam’’ theory. The bound-
ary of a peripheral gray patch walls or dams it off
from an ocean of twinkling dots. Adaptation
slowly erodes the dam, and twinkling water then
rushes in quickly. This fits the experimental facts.
However, Ramachandran and Gregory applied a
dam theory to the subsequent aftereffect, such that
when the water is drained away, some twinkling
water remains briefly trapped inside the dam. This
story predicts that the water inside the dam — the
aftereffect — should be the same color or texture as
the adapting ocean. But I find that it is not. The
twinkle aftereffect has a fixed grain size (spatial
frequency), regardless of the adapting grain size!

Ramachandran and Gregory (1991) attribute
their twinkling aftereffect to a process of interpo-
lation that actively fills-in the gray test square with
the twinkling dots from the adapting surround.
However, Tyler and Hardage (1998) disagree, and
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my own observations also suggest otherwise. Like
Ramachandran et al., (1991) I used a gray patch
set in a field of twinkling dots, but I also system-
atically varied the grain size of the adapting ran-
dom dots over an eightfold range, with dots
ranging from 0.11 to 0.81 in diameter. When ob-
servers were then exposed to a uniform gray test
field, they were able to match the apparent grain of
the twinkling aftereffect by means of an adjustable
random-dot field. If some active filling-in were re-
sponsible, the aftereffect grain size should match
the adapting grain size. In fact, however, I found
that the aftereffect was always matched to the
same grain size of 0.11, whatever the adapting
grain be. Since the aftereffect remained constant
even when the adapting field changed, it was
clearly not the result of a simple filling-in process.
But in that case, what was it? (see Fig. 4).

A clue comes from ‘‘induced afterimages of
color’’ (Anstis et al., 1978). If you adapt to an
equiluminous gray cross in a very large green sur-
round and then switch to a uniform gray test field,
the expected afterimage might be a gray cross in a
pink surround. But in fact, the afterimage is of a
strongly green cross in a neutral gray surround!
Fig. 4. Breakdown of the dam theory. If one fixates the black

dot, the peripheral gray square soon disappears (top row),

whatever the grain size of the noise. This fits the dam theory.

When a gray test field is substituted (middle row) the previous

location of the gray square is filled with a twinkling aftereffect

(bottom row). However, this is not the simple fill-in that a dam

theory might predict because the grain size of the aftereffect is

constant and unrelated to the adapting grain size.
Thus, the cross afterimage matched the adapting
surround. But this is not a simple fill-in. Instead,
there are two possibilities (Fig. 2b). Either the
adapting surround spatially induced an apparent
pink into the cross during the adapting period, and
this apparent pink was followed by its own after-
image in the cross, or alternatively, the adapting
surround was followed by its own pink afterimage,
which then spatially induced green into the cross
during the test period. In the first case, simulta-
neous contrast (spatial induction) precedes succes-
sive contrast (afterimage). In the second case,
successive contrast precedes simultaneous con-
trast. Many years ago (Anstis et al., 1978) we
showed that both processes occur and can be elic-
ited independently. We arranged for the back-
ground to switch every few seconds between two
complementary colors, green and magenta. Two
thin crosses lay side by side (Fig. 2c). When the
surround was green, the left-hand cross was an
equiluminous gray. By Grassman’s (1853) third
law, this induced a strong apparent pink into the
cross. The right-hand cross was black, and only a
minimum amount of pink was induced into it.
Conversely, when the surround was magenta, the
left-hand cross was black and the right-hand cross
was an equiluminous gray, and looked apparently
greenish. Following an adaptation period of
30–60 s, a uniform gray test field was presented.
Two cross-shaped afterimages were visible. The
left-hand afterimage looked green, and the right-
hand afterimage looked pink. This shows that the
subjective colors induced into the crosses during
the adaptation period could generate their own
afterimages. Note that the alternation of the com-
plementary colors green and magenta in the adapt-
ing surround would cancel out and produce no net
colored afterimage in the test surround.

In our second experiment, the adapting fields
surrounding each cross were divided into green and
magenta quadrants of equal sizes (Fig. 2d). The
crosses always looked neutral gray because each
was bordered by equal amounts of green and
magenta, during the adapting period. But during
the test period the surround quadrants were made
black and white. The black quadrants showed little
or no afterimage, but on the white quadrants strong
negative afterimages were seen, which spatially
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induced secondary pink and green afterimages into
the crosses. As before, the left-hand afterimage
looked green and the right-hand afterimage looked
pink, but now the reasons were different. This re-
sult shows that the surround afterimages could
spatially induce subjective colors into the crosses
during the test period, but not the adaptation pe-
riod. Thus in our first experiment, simultaneous
contrast preceded successive contrast, while in our
second experiment, successive contrast preceded si-
multaneous contrast. An alternative formulation is
that the visual system can adapt to color ratios that
can be expressed as edge-redder-on-left and edge-
greener-on-right. This description includes red/
white, red/green, and white/green edges. Inciden-
tally, in these experiments an outline of the crosses
was included in the test field because afterimages
are easier to see when they are outlined (Daw,
1962). I have also found similar interactions
between simultaneous induction and successive af-
tereffects, both for motion (Anstis and Reinhardt-
Rutland, 1976) and for adaptation to gradual
change of luminance (Anstis, 1979), which I shall
not describe here. For a useful review of color in-
duction, see Zaidi (1999). For filling-in, see Pessoa
and de Weerd, (2003).

I conclude that in these experiments on colored
afterimages, and in the disappearance of small
patches superimposed on texture (Anstis, 1989;
Ramachandran and Gregory, 1991; Spillmann and
Fig. 5. (a) All spots flicker except the three yellow (unfilled) spots, w

three flickering magenta (striped) or flickering green (spotted) dots,

period for the disappearance of one or more spots, exactly two spots, a

the time. The flickering green and magenta spots disappeared even m
Kurtenbach, 1992; Sturzel and Spillmann, 2001;
Spillmann, 2003), there is a complex interplay be-
tween processes of simultaneous and successive
contrast. The aftereffects were not a simple fill-in
from the adapting surrounds.
Motion-induced blindness

Bonneh et al. (2001) have discovered a dramatic
example of peripheral fading. Three small station-
ary yellow spots forming a triangle are displayed
on a monitor screen, against a background of small
dark blue spots that rotate around the center of the
screen or else fly around randomly like a swarm of
midges. If one gazes at the center of the triangle,
the yellow spots dramatically disappear and reap-
pear. Although the conditions are not too critical,
the effect is strongest for small, high-contrast sta-
tionary yellow dots against numerous, high-con-
trast blue dots in rapid motion. The blue surround
spots can be flickering instead of moving.

Fig. 5 shows a simplified version of their stim-
ulus, comprising an array of stationary dark blue
flickering spots. Each spot flickers independently
between 100 different random luminance levels,
retaining always the same blue hue. Three of the
spots are static yellow instead of blue. When the
observer looks at the middle of this triangle of
yellow spots, the yellow spots seem to disappear
hich seem to disappear dramatically. If observers attend to the

these also disappear. (b) Percentage of accumulated invisibility

nd exactly three spots. The spots were invisible for about 50% of

ore than the static yellow ones.
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and reappear. Bonneh et al. refer to this as ‘‘mo-
tion-induced blindness.’’ However, in my hypoth-
esis motion does not actually induce anything.
Instead, I conjecture that:
1.
 All peripherally viewed targets tend to disap-

pear over time. This conjecture applies to all
the peripheral stimuli listed above, not just to
motion-induced blindness.
2.
 Changing (i.e., flickering or moving) targets

are more resistant than static targets to disap-

pearing. This does not mean that flickering or
moving objects are a proof against disap-
pearance: they are not (Campbell and Maffei,
1981; Hunzelmann and Spillmann, 1984;
Schieting and Spillmann, 1987; Anstis,
1996). It merely means that statistically they
are less likely to disappear. It is like the old
joke about the married couple being pursued
by a hungry grizzly bear. As the wife runs she
(yellow spots) reflects that she need not out-
run the bear (blue spots), she need only out-
run her husband. Specifically, the moving
blue dots resist disappearance more than the
yellow dots, but they do not induce any
blindness to the blue dots. The situation is
like a horse race in which the winner does not
slow down the losers, as opposed to a tug of
war in which the winners do oppose and im-
pede the efforts of the loser. The wife does
not need to trip up her husband, only outrun
him. (Incidentally, eye movements will shift
all the spots across the retina and tend to
keep them visible.)
3.
 The disappearances are generally not noticed

unless attention is specifically directed toward

them.
I call this process ‘‘fade blindness.’’ In this
model, all the spots disappear from time to time.
The static yellow spots may disappear more often
than the moving blue spots, but in addition only
the yellow ones are salient enough, and receive
enough attention, for us to notice their fading.
Consider any peripherally viewed blue spot. If this
were to fade, its fading would scarcely be noticed,
since it is already randomly flickering and chang-
ing luminance and is harder to distinguish from
the other blue spots in any case. However, the
three yellow spots stand out very sharply from the
surround, and if these fade, it is immediately no-
ticed. I suggest that all the spots stand an almost
equal chance of fading, but the observer only
notices this when the spots happen to be yellow
and hence pop out and seize his attention. Thus all
spots are constantly subjectively disappearing and
reappearing, but only those spots that capture the
observer’s attention are correctly seen to be fading.
To demonstrate this, three flickering blue dots
were painted magenta and three others were
painted green. The nine dots (yellow, magenta,
and green) were arranged in an irregular circle
around the fixation point. Result: the yellow spots
still showed dramatic disappearances. But when
observers were asked to concentrate on the ma-
genta spots, or on the green spots, these attended
spots also disappeared at irregular times. The pur-
pose of the magenta and green colors was simply
to label some of the flickering dots to make it
easier for the observer to attend to them. The fact
that these disappeared supports our conclusion
that any dot can fade out, and hence we conjecture
that all of them do so at irregular intervals. The
fading escapes our notice, rather as the temporal
changes in change-blindness movies also escape
our notice, until we specifically direct our attention
toward them (see below).

This hypothesis predicts that selectively paying
attention to some peripheral spots will paradoxi-
cally make them more likely, not less likely, to
fade out. Lou (1999) reported exactly this effect. He
presented a circular array of six disks — three green
and three orange — in alternate positions, against a
uniform gray background. Sixteen observers main-
tained steady fixation at the center of the array and
were instructed to direct their attention to three
disks of one color and to ignore the three disks of
the other color. In about 10 s, some disks started to
fade away from awareness. Of those starting to
fade, 81% were those selected for attention. The
faded disks remained out of awareness for 1–2 s
during which time other disks were clearly visible.
The fading increased with eccentricity, a defining
characteristic of Troxler fading. Lou concluded
from the selectivity of the fading that voluntary
attention can have an inhibitory effect on early
sensory processing. However, we take a rather
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different view; we suggest that attention did not
alter the sensory processing in any way, but simply
made the Ss aware of the fading that they (and
indeed all of us) usually ignore.

It may seem bizarre to suggest that all our lives
peripheral stimuli have been fading without our
ever being aware of it. But an analogous situation
has recently been discovered, in which our picture
of the world is far more fragile and impoverished
than everyday intuition would suggest. I refer to
change blindness. Suppose that a photograph of a
jet plane is flashed up, followed immediately by a
doctored version of the same scene that has been
changed in some obvious way, say by removal of
one jet engine, and these two pictures cycle contin-
uously. Observers immediately report the location
and nature of the change. However, if this scenario
is repeated with fresh observers, but now with
a blank gray interstimulus interval (ISI) of
250 ms inserted after each picture (A-blank-B-
blank-A-blanky), observers typically fail to notice
the change and need to scan the alternating picture
sequence carefully for up to 30 s before they notice
the change. The conclusion is that in the first in-
stance, the engine flickering on and off captures
observer’s attention and this cues the identification
of the change. However, inserting the ISI generates
flicker transients over the whole field. Without the
local attention-grabbing transient, the observer fails
to see the change. This remarkable ‘‘change blind-
ness’’ forces us to abandon the traditional belief
that the visual system builds up a detailed and
complex picture of the world over time, and sug-
gests instead that our visual representations are
sparse and volatile (Dennett, 1991; O’Regan, 1992;
Simons and Levin, 1997; Wolfe, 1998; O’Regan
et al., 1999; Rensink, 2000; Simons, 2000). Care-
ful parametric studies by Becker and colleagues
(Becker et al., 2000; Becker and Pashler, 2002) con-
firm that our visual inputs are indeed far more
impoverished than we usually imagine. I am con-
jecturing that ‘‘fade blindness’’ is a near-universal
but hitherto unrecognized phenomenon that, to-
gether with change blindness, seriously restricts the
amount of information that we actually take in
from the world. Careful attentive scrutiny is neces-
sary to detect both the vanishing jet engine and the
vanishing peripheral spots.
Adapting to irregularity

Some of the peripherally viewed stimuli listed earlier
actually disappear during strict fixation. Others re-
main visible but they lose some of their visual
properties; for instance, moving or flickering objects
do not vanish but they gradually seem to lose their
motion (Campbell and Maffei, 1979; Hunzelmann
and Spillmann, 1984) or flicker (Schieting and
Spillmann, 1987; Anstis, 1996). In such cases the
visual system is adapting to higher order properties
such as motion, flicker, or texture (e.g., Anstis,
1983), rather than to the luminance contours that
define the object’s existence and location. Alan Ho
and I have measured visual adaptation to an unu-
sual and frequently overlooked visual property,
namely geometrical irregularity. We found that pe-
ripherally viewed wiggly or curved lines, or irregu-
larly arranged dots, remain visible but gradually
look smoother and more regular. This hints at the
way in which the visual system codes for spacing
and curvature.

Figs. 6a, b show a set of wiggly vertical lines,
wiggly circles, and irregularly arranged dots, each
mirrored about a fixation point (Mackay, 1964a,
b). In each case, cover the right-hand half with a
piece of paper and gaze steadily at the fixation
point for 30 s or so. Now remove the paper and
you will notice that the adapted lines, circles, or
dots on the left look much straighter and more
regular than the freshly exposed ones on the right.
Note that in all these cases the test and the adapt-
ing stimulus were identical — the stimulus changed
its appearance during prolonged inspection. This is
different from the commoner measure of an after-
effect in which (say) a tilted adapting line alters the
appearance of a vertical test line. Our process was
a form of normalization, comparable to the way in
which a tilted line gradually normalizes toward the
vertical (Gibson and Radner, 1937).

Wiggly lines. In our experiments, a fixed set of
adapting wiggly vertical lines lay to the left of a
fixation point. Once per second an adjustable set
of wiggly test lines was flashed up to the right of
the fixation point for 100 ms. These test lines were
a mirror image of the adapting lines, except that
their amplitude was under the observer’s control,
and she/he hit keys to adjust this amplitude in



Fig. 6. (a)–(c) Adapt to irregularity (Mackay, 1964a, b). Cover one half, adapt for 30–60 s. Then uncover the half that should look

more irregular.

Fig. 7. (a) Illusory smoothing of wiggly lines over time. The y-axis shows the amplitude or gain of a matching wiggly line that

subjectively matched a constant wiggly test line over time. (b) Illusory smoothing of sinusoidal curved lines over log time, averaged

across spatial frequencies. All three observers had a time constant of 2.5 s. Note different scales on y-axis.
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order to match subjectively the gradual decline of
wiggliness in the adapting lines. Result: the illusory
smoothing over time is shown in Fig. 7a.

Sinusoidal curves. Mathematically, every wiggly
line is composed of a set of sinusoids of different
amplitudes and spatial frequencies. So we also
adapted to a single sinusoidal line, flashing up an
adjustable comparison sinusoid next to it. Result:
Fig. 7b shows that averaging across a range of
different spatial frequencies, the perceived ampli-
tude fell off exponentially with time, with a time
constant of 2.5 s, the same for all three observers.

Irregular dot lattice. First, an irregular lattice
was generated from a regular square lattice by
sending each dot on a random walk, like a diffu-
sion process. This adapting lattice was steadily
fixated, and an adjacent, adjustable matching lat-
tice was flashed up once every second for 100 ms,
and again the observer continuously adjusted its
irregularity to match the gradually changing ap-
pearance of the adapting irregular lattice. Result
(not shown): the perceived regularity increased
monotonically over time.
Interpretation. Instead of suggesting that these
irregular stimuli became gradually straighter or
more regular, I claim that they became less irreg-
ular. In other words, irregularity is a class of visual
property that is explicitly coded by the visual sys-
tem, analogous to color. Just as there are different
hues, so there are different forms of irregularity,
the most obvious being variance in curvature or in
spacing. And just as adapting to colors tends to
reduce their saturation, adaptation reduces the
strength of irregularity. In support of this idea, we
have also found that sinusoidally curved lines
looked less curved (i.e., straighter) when they were
masked with twinkling dynamic noise, or when
they were defined by second-order texture or by
twinkle instead of by luminance. We conclude that
masking noise simulates the effects of prolonged
adaptation, because both reduce the neural signal/
noise ratio, in this case whatever it is that signals
curvature. This was especially true of low-ampli-
tude sinusoids. Thus, noise masking and pro-
longed adaptation both serve to reduce the signal/
noise ratio of the neural signals of irregularity. So
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irregularity is a signal; added to a straight line,
it gives curved or wiggly lines; added to a regular
square lattice, it transforms it into an irregu-
lar one.

Visual search and added properties. Treisman
and Souther (1985) showed that it is easier to find
a Q hidden among O’s than it is to find an O
hidden among Q’s. They argued that the tail of Q
is an added visual feature or property, and it is
easier to find a target that possesses the feature
among distracters that lack it than vice versa. So if
curvature is an added property, then curved lines
should be easy to find among straight lines,
whereas straight lines should be hard to find
among curved lines. And they are (Treisman and
Gormican, 1988).
Easy
 Hard
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When searching arrays of dot lattices, it should
be easier to find an irregular patch of dots hidden
among regular dots than vice versa. Sturzel and
Spillmann (2001) adapted to patches of irregular
dots hidden among regular lattices, and found that
they vanished after some seconds. This is similar to
the adaptation effects that we found for lattices.

A differential-adaptation model. Prolonged in-
spection of a sinusoidal line adapts out the curva-
ture signal so that the line gradually comes to look
straighter. We conjecture that a single long recep-
tive field running along the line codes its overall
(mean) orientation, while the local curves are
coded by small, end-stopped receptive fields par-
allel to the local curves. If these smaller units adapt
out more rapidly than the larger long unit, the line
will gradually come to look straighter.

Again, a tilted line is probably coded by over-
lapping, differently oriented receptive fields. Sup-
pose that a line tilted 101 away from the vertical is
coded by equal firing from one unit tuned to 01
(vertical) and a second unit tuned to 201 away
from vertical. If the second more tilted unit adapts
more rapidly, the tilted line will appear to become
gradually more vertical. In general, we can model
the normalization of any ‘‘self-adapting’’ stimulus
by a firing-ratio model consisting of one unit tuned
to a ‘‘norm,’’ such as straight or vertical, and a
second unit tuned somewhere away from the
norm, such as oriented at some angle away from
the vertical. If the norm unit adapts more slowly
than the other unit, the stimulus will appear to
normalize over time.

Glaucoma prediction. This leads to a clinical
prediction. It has been shown that chronic glau-
coma selectively damages large optic nerve fibers,
which generally have large receptive fields. The
loss of large cells tends to be greater in the lower
than the upper retina, and to spare the fovea
(Quigley et al., 1987, 1988; Glovinsky et al., 1991).
Our model predicts that a sinusoidally curved line
will look more curved to a glaucomatous patient
because the straight-line signal from the long re-
ceptive field will be attenuated compared to the
local curves signaled by the still intact smaller re-
ceptive fields. Projecting two identical sinusoidal
lines on to more and less seriously affected retinal
regions, such as the lower and upper retina of the
same patient, will allow the observer to act as his
own control; the more extensive the large cell loss
in any retinal region, the more curved the line
should look.

It might be possible to mimic the supposed vis-
ual effects of selective loss of large or small cells by
adapting a normal observer to isotropic (nonori-
ented) dynamic noise that had been spatially fil-
tered to contain only high or only low spatial
frequencies. Preadaptation to coarse dynamic
noise should temporarily attenuate large receptive
fields and briefly simulate the visual experience of
glaucoma. It should make a sinusoidally curved
line look more curved. Adaptation to fine noise
should have the opposite effect and make the line
look apparently straighter.
A failure: do correlated sensory inputs teach the
brain where things are?

Most of the experiments I do are rather dull, with
results that would not surprise anybody. But at
least they are very likely to work and lead to pub-
lications that keep my merit committee happy. But
now and again it is worth attempting an experi-
ment with a low probability of success but a very
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high payoff if it does succeed. I shall now describe
such an attempt. The low probability won out over
the high payoff and the experiment did not suc-
ceed, to put it mildly, but I am still glad that I tried
it. The idea was to see whether the visual system
can modify or rewire itself in response to exper-
imentally correlated visual inputs.

Crick and Koch (2003, p. 120) asked:
How are feature detectors formed? A
broad answer is that neurons do this by
detecting common and significant corre-
lations in their inputs and by altering
their synapses (and perhaps other prop-
erties) so that they can more easily re-
spond to such inputs. In other words, the
brain is very good at detecting apparent
causation. Exactly how it does this is
more controversial. The main mecha-
nism is probably Hebbian, but Hebb’s
seminal suggestion needs to be expanded.
I narrowed down Crick and Koch’s question to
ask: how do we know where things are in space?
Are we born with an innate knowledge of retinal
sign, or do we acquire this by some learning proc-
ess? One can imagine the brain to be like a TV
technician sitting in a studio and receiving visual
signals that arrive up the million cables of the optic
nerve. At first he has no idea as to which signal
comes from where in the retina, but by careful in-
spection he notices that some cables carry corre-
lated signals. For instance, a pair of vertically
aligned retinal receptors is likely to fire together
when a vertical edge passes over them. Adjacent
receptors are statistically likely to see the same
colors, luminances, edge orientations, directions of
motion, and so on. When he notices two cables
with correlated inputs he ties them together. Grad-
ually he can arrange the cables in a two-dimen-
sional pattern that corresponds to the layout of the
retina. Maloney and Ahumada (1989) offer some
hints on how this might be done.

Much evidence from brain scans and neural re-
cordings indicates that the brain may be an expert
statistician that can draw inferences from corre-
lated sensory inputs via Hebbian learning (re-
viewed by Cruikshank and Weinberger, 1996).
Consider first the somatosensory system. Each
body region sends signals to its own brain area.
For instance, the five fingers on one hand all send
signals to adjacent patches of the somatosensory
cortex. Allard et al. (1991) glued together two fin-
gers of an owl monkey’s hand, and found that the
two brain areas of the two fingers eventually co-
alesced into a single brain area. Were these brain
changes produced by correlated inputs or corre-
lated outputs? Gluing the two fingers together
would correlate the motor outputs, since the two
fingers were forced to move together, but it would
also correlate the sensory inputs, since the two
fingers would nearly always touch the same sur-
faces at the same time. Wang et al. (1995) showed
that correlated inputs produced the brain changes.
Without gluing the fingers together, they made a
mechanical tapper that tapped both fingers simul-
taneously all day long at random times. Again the
two brain areas coalesced. It occurred to me to do
the same thing in vision, by applying correlated
visual inputs to adjacent retinal areas.

The visual cortex also changes its firing patterns
in response to correlated visual inputs (e.g., Eysel
et al., 1998). Some computational models have
suggested how the brain might wire up ‘‘local
sign’’ on the retina by means of an unsupervised
learning algorithm, based upon correlations of the
retinal inputs that result from eye movements
(Maloney and Ahumada, 1989).

Vision is obviously a more highly developed
sense than skin sensitivity, so it seemed like a good
idea to investigate correlated inputs in vision
rather than on the skin. A prime example of cor-
related visual inputs is stereo vision, where the two
eyes receive almost identical pictures which the
brain can fuse or combine, and can use the small
differences between the two pictures to calculate
depth. Is this process hard wired or learned? There
is much evidence that the two eyes compete for
‘‘brain space’’ during early development. Whereas
acuity develops gradually over the first 6 months
of life, stereo vision appears suddenly, usually
within a few days, during the 20th week of life
(reviewed by Atkinson, 2000). This suggests that
stereo vision is hard wired, though it could in
principle involve latent learning that shows no
signs until a sudden winner-take-all decision proc-
ess permits binocular fusion.
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I correlated the visual inputs, not by putting
near-identical pictures one into each eye but by
putting both pictures side by side into the same
eye(s), stimulating two nearby retinal areas with
the same regime. Originally I thought of using two
light-emitting diodes that would flash and flicker
in step at the same rate, with matching brightness
and color. But a much better idea is to expose two
identical movies side by side on a split-screen
television. With some difficulty I persuaded my
university to buy me a new flat-panel TV with a
built-in split-screen facility, which I installed in my
living room. Whatever picture was exposed on the
TV screen, it appeared as two identical pictures
side by side and touching. Each picture was 71 wide
at the viewing distance used, so that points that
were horizontally separated spatially by 71 (one
screen width) were always identical in color, flicker,
motion, and brightness. Thus, the split-screen tel-
evision set had the identical program on the two
halves of the screen. Observers were instructed to
watch the left-hand picture. There was now a
point-to-point matching of brightness, color, edges,
flicker, and movement over a considerable retinal
area. Note that extremely strict fixation was not
necessary; provided that the observer always
looked somewhere in the middle of the left-hand
picture, there was a large region (o71) where
points exactly 71 apart were correlated (see Fig. 8).

I invited three student research assistants over
for the day, and all of us watched TV all day for six
consecutive hours. We found that the correlation
between the two screens felt ‘‘weird.’’ This correla-
tion was most obvious during periods of maximum
Fig. 8. (a) In normal vision, nearby points are statistically alike in orie

split-screen mode, points separated by 71 are precisely matched in or
motion and activity in the picture, and also when-
ever cuts between scenes, or camera zooms and
pans, produced sudden massive changes in the
picture. Of course the two pictures were always
correlated 100%, but this was subjectively far more
obvious for moving than for static pictures.

From time to time we ran some informal visual
tests, looking for small perceptible changes. For
instance, we thought it possible that correlated
points would gradually begin to look closer to-
gether, so we ran a bisection task in which three
dots were horizontally separated by �71. Observers
adjusted the positions of the dots until the middle
dot appeared to lie halfway between the two outer
dots. We predicted that observers might underesti-
mate the distance between the middle and the right-
hand dots, corresponding to the separation between
the fixated and the peripherally viewed screen.

We also thought that the visual system might
start to predict the existence of the correlations,
which might be visible as a form of contingent
aftereffect (Shute, 1979). Accordingly, we occa-
sionally covered the peripherally viewed screen
with a black card to see whether observers could
notice any ghostly duplicate of the centrally
viewed picture. Also, we sometimes turned off
the pair of pictures and substituted a single, fove-
ally viewed stimulus such as a red cross rotating
clockwise. Observers looked for any hint of an il-
lusory duplicate shape 71 to the right, which might
take the form of a ghostly red or green cross ro-
tating clockwise or counterclockwise.

Unfortunately, all these tests came out negative.
We never saw the slightest errors in bisection, nor
ntation (hairline), color, and texture (forehead) (0opo1). (b) In

ientation and color and texture and so on (p ¼ 1).
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ghostly illusions nor visual disturbances of any
kind. So the experiment was a failure. However, it
still looks like a promising line of enquiry, and
given a better-designed experiment or a smarter
experimenter it might still pay off. Perhaps I can
null out the effects of eye movements if I spend
more moneyy. My only problem is that my de-
partment may soon demand to get its TV back.
When the TV goes, I shall have plenty of time to
re-read Lothar Spillmann’s huge collected works.

Conclusions

Among the new findings summarized here are the
following:
1.
 Neon spreading is strongest at equilumi-
nance. It does not necessarily require inter-
secting continuous lines, but can be seen even
on scattered random dots.
2.
 The ‘‘dam’’ theory can explain the fading out
of peripheral stimuli during adaptation, but
not the subsequent aftereffects that are often
misnamed as ‘‘filling-in.’’
3.
 We propose a speculative theory to explain
phenomena of peripheral fading, in particular
motion-induced blindness, which we suggest
may not really be motion induced. In brief,
all peripheral stimuli tend to disappear, es-
pecially during fixation, so we have a much
sketchier picture of the peripheral scene than
we generally believe. It is only when we at-
tend to specific peripheral items that we be-
come aware that they are fading. We regard
this as a new cousin of change blindness.
4.
 During steady fixation, irregular lines, grids,
and scattered dots gradually look more regular,
or to be more accurate less irregular. We claim
that irregularity or randomness is explicitly
coded as a visual dimension, and adaptation
reduces the strength of this coded neural signal.
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